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**COURSES**

Basic Options: Introduces the fundamentals of option investing. Topics include buying calls and put options, covered calls, LEAPS, and premium. Options add portfolio diversification, and this course explains the possibilities. You will learn how to use options:

- Leverage your investments
- Make money in all market conditions
- Increase your cash flow
- Reduce your risk

Advanced Technical Analysis: Addresses how to interpret trends and trading opportunities based on the market’s behavior. Topics include advanced charting and candlesticks, support and resistance, price patterns, and trend indicators. You will also learn how to do the following:

- Identify which technical indicators work best with your investment style
- Develop entry and exit strategies using technical indicators
- Understand how to use high-probability buy signals to increase potential profits

Advanced Options: Introduces advanced strategies that can increase your performance on option trades. You will learn how to enter trades as the seller instead of the buyer, as well as ways to execute various spread strategies. The course also shows you the following:

- How to develop entry and exit strategies for each option trade
- Risk defined trading using option spreads
- Why volatility is the hidden key to option trading success

Forex: Introduces you to the Forex Exchange, the world’s largest and most active marketplace for trading global currencies around the clock. Topics include fundamental and technical analysis of currency pairs, risk management, and creating customized basic trading systems.

Futures: Introduces you to the potential of trading futures on equity indices like the Dow, NASDAQ, and S&P 500.

High-Probability Trading Class: Focuses on more complex option strategies implemented by professional traders, including fundamental, technical, risk, and probability analytics.

Interactive Classes: Over several weeks, you’ll dive deeper into specific topics for advanced students. Each class consists of the following:

- Six weeks of bi-weekly instruction via audio/video Webcasts

**VIRTUAL WORKSHOPS**

Learn to trade Futures and Forex from the comfort of your own home or office via live Webcasts. These Virtual Workshops focus on the theory and the direct application and execution of trading strategies using real-time data and examples. The Virtual Workshops take the content from the online courses and break it up into 12 manageable sessions over six weeks, allowing you to better learn, retain, and apply the concepts in your own trading. All sessions are recorded and made available to you for several weeks for you to review.

**TRADING ROOMS**

Dive deeper into how various strategies are applied in our live, online Trading Rooms. There are Trading Rooms for every course: Investing Foundation, Basic Options, Advanced Technical Analysis, Forex, Futures, and Advanced Options. Learn the theory, do your homework, then attend a daily Capstone Session to understand how to apply what you’re learning to your own investing. Miss a session? No worries—they’re all archived so you can review them anytime.

**VIRTUAL COACHING**

When it comes to learning complex financial material quickly, there’s no substitute for guidance and support. Virtual Coaching runs 14 hours every trading day—drop in any time to watch and listen as our instructors discuss trading ideas taken from today’s markets and answer questions posed by students.

**INVESTOR TALK**

Pull it all together in our live, online talks, led by experienced traders. Macro-talk explains macroeconomic analysis and how it applies to current trading conditions. Active Investor Talk – Advanced Technical Analysis shows how to use technical analysis in your own investing. In High-Probability Talk, you’ll discover how options can increase cash flow and reduce risk in your portfolio. Each week’s Investor Talk, along with its Q&A session, is archived so you can review it at your own pace.

**ONE-TO-ONE COACHING**

The Investools Coaching Program gives you instant access to a team of instructors who will help you set up a personalized educational game plan so you can meet your investment objectives. There are no rigid outlines to follow and no set appointments to keep. If you have a question now, get it answered now. If you want to adjust your game plan, we’ll take care of you today.

**ENROLLMENT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:**

Basic Options Online Course
Advanced Technical Analysis Online Course
Advanced Options Online Course
Forex Online Course
Forex Virtual Workshop
- 12 one-hour Virtual Classroom sessions
Futures Online Course
Futures Virtual Workshop
- 12 one-hour Virtual Classroom sessions
Interactive Stocks & Options Class
Online personal training with our top instructors and other advanced students
High-Probability Trading Class
Online personal training with our top instructors and other advanced students

Investor Toolbox® access (24 months)
- Award-winning tools for searching, charting, and analyzing stocks, options, futures and Forex
Trading Rooms (24 months)
- Weekly online demonstrations in real time
Virtual Coaching (24 months)
- 14 continuous hours of interactive group discussions, online, every trading day**
Investor Talks (24 months)
- Live, weekly online sessions in real time
One-to-One Coaching (24 months)
- Phone and online support, Mon–Fri, 9am to 11pm EST

**PHD ONLINE**

*Futures Trading Rooms will be held live twice weekly with daily recorded recaps.

**Not currently available for Futures and Forex**